norament® stairtreads, with a pre-shaped stair nosing, riser, and tread all-in-one piece, are a clean and enduring solution. Cost-effective for both new and renovated buildings, norament stairtreads combine design, safety and comfort for your most heavily trafficked areas. Its quality and functional properties deliver peace of mind in every step. norament stairtreads are offered in both a round and hammered surface, and are available in a sizable range of colors, with complementary accessories to give you boundless design options.

Benefits of premium norament® stairtreads include:

• Pre-shaped stair nosing, riser, and tread all-in-one piece
• 15 year limited wear warranty (exclusive of the visually impaired strips)
• Good for very heavy traffic
• Superior footfall sound absorption
• Excellent slip resistance
• Increased safety thanks to high fire-retardant properties
• No coatings needed
• Pre-sanded backs
• GREENGUARD Gold certified for Low VOC Emissions
• Part of Interface’s Carbon Neutral Floors™ program
• nora® stepfix adhesive tape allows immediate trafficking
• Visually impaired and photoluminescent inserts available
norament® 920 stairtreads (Class A fire-rated)

One-colored, classic round surface for special fire-protection requirements

- IMO certified floor covering
- Meets Class “A” [ASTM E84 Tunnel Test] flame spread rate less than 15 and smoke development less than 100
- Ideal for emergency exits and stairways
- For use in egress areas above 75 feet according to International Building Code (IBC)

Art. 465 — width ~50.59” (1285 mm)

norament® grano stairtreads

Granular design with a hammered surface

norament® hammered stairtreads

One-colored with a hammered surface

norament® round stairtreads

One-colored with classic round surface

Digital swatches are not completely representative of product colors.
nora® rubber stair accessories are made to match norament® and noraplan® floor coverings, but can also be used in combination with other types of flooring. They are impact and shock-resistant, do not shrink, do not contain plasticizers and retain their functional reliability for years. nora rubber stair accessories are rounded off with a complementary line of supporting accessories to give you boundless design options.

nora® epoxy stair filler Art. 500875
13.5 oz dual cartridge applicator with special mixer application tip. Covesions: ~40 linear feet with a 0.25" bead.

nora® metal repair stair angle Art. 6637
Piece Length: ~3.75" (1.0 m)
Screws: middle of hole to middle of hole ~2.5" (63.5 mm)

nora® visually impaired strips
Textured or smooth striping for the visually impaired. Can be inserted into any one-piece nosing-tread-riser stair tread.

nora® stepfix
A revolutionary adhesive tape for norament® stair tread installations
Specifically developed for norament® staitreads, nora® stepfix makes installing stair treads quick, clean, and easily manageable - making them the optimum solution.
With nora stepfix, you can easily dry-fit the tread right on the covered adhesive tape, and stairs can be walked on immediately following installation. On stairs with round nosings, use nora® metal repair stair angle and/or nora® epoxy stair filler to fill the void.

Art. 907
Dimension of rolls: ~9.45" width x 164" length (240 mm x 50 m) = ~129 square feet (12 m²)
For additional information, visit our website or contact your local nora® Sales Representative.
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